much as possible. Kut; it: seems not to bo sutUciontly recollected, that: in relation to our foreign commerce, the burden and benefit of accommodating and protecting it. necessarily go together, and must do so as long and as far as the public revenue continues to ho drawn thro1 the Customhouse. Whatever gives facility an<l security to navigation, cheapens imports; and all who consume them wherever residing are alike Interested in what has that effect. If they consume they ought; as they now do to pay. Tf they do not. consume, they do not pay. The consumer In the most inland State derives the same advantage from the necessary and prudent expenditures for the security of our foreign navigation, as the consumer In a maritime State. Our local expenditures have not of themselves a correspondent operation.
"3. The expediency of refusing all appropriations for internal Improvements (other than those of the character last, referred to, if they can be so called) until the national debt is paid; as well on account of the sufficiency of that motive, as to give time for the adoption of some constitutional or other arrangement by which the whole subject may bo placed on bettor grounds; an arrangement which will never be seriously attempted as long as scattering appropriations are made, and the scramble for them thereby encouraged."
The expediency of refusing appropriations, with a view to the previous discharge of the public! debt, Involves considerations which can be best: weighed and compared at. the focus of lights on the subject. A distant view like mine can only suggest the remark, too vague to be of value, that, a material delay ought not to be Incurred for objects not both Important and urgent; nor such objects to be neglected In order to avoid an Immaterial delay. This Is, indeed, but. the amount of the exception glanced at in your parenthesis.
The mortifying scenes connected with a surplus revenue are the natural offspring of u surplus; and cannot perhaps bo entirely prevented by any plan of appropriation which allows a scope to Legislative discretion. The evil will have a powerful controul In the pervading dislike to taxes oven the most Indirect. The taxes lately repealed are an index of it. Were the whole revenue expended on internal Improvements drawn from direct taxation, there would be danger of too much parsimony rather than too much profusion at the Treasury.
414. The strong object Ions which exist against subscriptions to the stock of private companies by th<* i'nlted States."
The objections are doubtless In many respects strong. Yet cases might present themselves which might not be favored by the State, whilst the concurring agency of an rndcrtnking Company would bo desirable In a national view. There was a time it is said when the State of Delaware, Influenced by the profits of a rnrtu<jc between the Delaware and Chesapeake, was unfriendly to the Canal, now forming ho important a link of internal communication between the North and the South. I'ndcrtaUings by private companies carry with (horn a presumptive evidence of utility, and the private stakes In them, some security for economy In the execution, the want of which Is tin* bane of public undertakings. Still the Importunities of private companies cannot, be listened to with more caution than prudence requires.
I have, as you know, never considered the powers claimed for Congress over roads and canals, as within lb«* Brants of the Constitution. But. such Improve-' monts being justly ranked among the greatest advantages and best evidences of good government ; and having, moreover, with us, the peculiar recommendation of bindimr the several narts of I tie Tnlon more firmly together, I have ahvav.s

